PRESS RELEASE

FABRIZIO BORRACCINO IS THE NEW EXECUTIVE CHEF AT
BORGO SAN FELICE
Castelnuovo Berardenga, 2nd of February 2016, – Fabrizio Borraccino, 35 years,
from Abruzzo, is the new Executive Chef at Borgo San Felice, the prestigious Relais
& Chateaux in Tuscany.
“With the season 2016, Borgo San Felice launches a Team development plan
focusing on travelers’ experience. Chef Fabrizio Borraccino is the first significant
example joining the team, a passionate professional, hungry for new opportunities,
” – says Danilo Guerrini, General Manager at Borgo San Felice – “Chef Borraccino
has acquired a great experience in top level properties. He is now proposing typical
Tuscan products in a light and creative manner, although with a strong character,
relying on a generous and fertile territory that is attracting enthusiasts from all over
the world. We are therefore welcoming Fabrizio Borraccino, sure that he will have a
fundamental role in our team. We share the same ultimate values towards guest
service: distinctive personality, discipline, elegance.”
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Fabrizio Borraccino’s new vision of cooking is oriented to valorize the best tuscan
products, in a masterly and original way, artfully merging tradition and innovation,
as he has successfully experienced in Porto Ercole, London and Geneva, working
with Masters like Antonio Guida, Gordon Ramsay and Pierre Gagnaire, before
becoming Executive Chef at Castello di Spaltenna where, in four years, he has
played a determining role into results’ growth and in the appreciation of the hotel
restaurant by the audience.
“My passion to learn is the same of the child who felt in love with cooking during
school years. At the base of a chef’s work there is always a deep knowledge of raw
materials and traditional food and wine productions that confer an unfading mark
to the territory and they find a refined exaltation in my cuisine.” – Fabrizio
Borraccino affirms – “Cooperating with Borgo San Felice is a very stimulating
opportunity that will allow me to conjugate my culinary vision with luxury
hospitality. ”
Borgo San Felice, property of Gruppo Allianz, is an old Medieval village that has
been totally renovated in 1990 in order to offer the best comfort and luxury in
every detail, even conserving a strong rural mark, in line with the authenticity of the
land. On the hills of Sienese Chianti Classico, surrounded by 140 hectares of owned
vineyards, Borgo San Felice hosts the guests in 33 Rooms and 20 Suites, scattered in
the buildings of the old town.
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